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Introduction
The guarantee to an independent and impartial tribunal is a fundamental tenet of
justice (eg, Article 2, Paragraph 3 lit b of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights; see Article 6, Paragraph 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights). In
the context of arbitration, it requires that national law allow the regularity of the
constitution of the arbitral tribunal to be reviewed by a judicial authority (one-tier judicial
review). Under Swiss law, such review occurs at a different stage depending on
whether the initial determination on the constitution of the tribunal is made by:
l

a judicial authority in an ancillary proceeding (as is the case for ad hoc arbitration), in
which case there will be no further judicial review in this respect – not even against
the final award; or

l

a private body (as is usually the case for institutional arbitration (eg, the ICC
International Court of Arbitration or the Court of Arbitration for Sport)), in which case
the judicial review will be part of the challenge against the award.

The Supreme Court confirmed this practice in a recent decision. It declined to hear, in a
challenge against the final award, arguments related to the constitution of an ad hoc
arbitral tribunal that had already been heard by the lower cantonal court in an ancillary
proceeding.(1)
In the same decision, the Supreme Court made clear that when an award is set aside,
there is nothing to prevent the case from being decided by the same arbitrators, as long
as the grounds for annulment are not the tribunal's irregular constitution or lack of
jurisdiction.
Facts
An ad hoc arbitral tribunal issued a final award in a commercial dispute between two
parties. The Supreme Court vacated this award in part, on the grounds that it failed to
address – even implicitly – the absolute statute of limitations objection raised by the
defendant, which could have led to a different outcome on the merits.(2) Thereafter, the
arbitral tribunal reconvened on its own motion and invited the parties to file their
additional submissions on the statute of limitations argument. The defendant objected:
l

l

first, on the grounds of lack of jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal after the issuance of
the previous but cancelled final award, failing any express reference to the arbitral
tribunal's jurisdiction in the Supreme Court's decision; and
second, on the grounds of the arbitral tribunal's lack of impartiality to decide the
matter.

The arbitral tribunal dismissed both objections, and the defendant filed a revocation
application of the entire arbitral tribunal (Article 180, Paragraph 2(c) of the Private
International Law Act)(3) with the lower cantonal court in an ancillary proceeding (Article
180, Paragraph 3 of the Private International Law Act).(4) The lower cantonal court
dismissed the challenge and (erroneously) reserved the right for the parties to seek
annulment of the future award before the Supreme Court on the same grounds.
Thereafter, the arbitral tribunal completed the hearing process for the statute of
limitations, declared the proceeding closed and issued a second final award
dismissing explicitly the statute of limitations argument. The defendant sought the
annulment of this second award before the Supreme Court, invoking, among other
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things, the irregular constitution of the tribunal (Article 190, Paragraph 2(a) of the Private
International Law Act )(5) and, subsidiarily, its lack of jurisdiction (Article 190, Paragraph
2(b) of the Private International Law Act ).(6)
Decision
In the challenge proceeding against the final award, the Supreme Court considered that
the lower cantonal court had already issued a final and binding determination on the
constitution of the tribunal and had thus satisfied the judicial review requirement. In that
respect, and in line with the majority of legal scholars,(7) the court denied any
inconsistency between:
l

l

the general exclusion of the constitution-based ground in a challenge against ad hoc
awards; and
the admission of such ground in a challenge against institutional awards.

In the former case, the regularity of the constitution of the tribunal has been judicially
reviewed in a final and binding decision that should not be reviewed by the Supreme
Court. It expressly dismissed the view supported by certain scholars whereby Swiss
law (ie, Article 180, Paragraph 3 of the Private International Law Act) rules out only an
immediate judicial challenge against the lower court's decision, but allows the same
constitution-based ground in the challenge against the final award.(8)
In the latter case, the challenge against the arbitrators is heard at first instance by a
private body (the arbitral institution) and determined in a decision that is not subject to
immediate judicial review under Swiss law.(9)
According to the Supreme Court, such private determination does not comply with the
fundamental guarantee to an independent and impartial tribunal:
"the decision on the challenge of the tribunal is issued by a private body to
which the Swiss legal order cannot surrender the responsibility to secure
compliance with such fundamental rights as the independence and impartiality
of the members of the arbitral tribunal."(10)
On the contrary, the Supreme Court considered this dual approach to be in line with the
general non-intrusive spirit of Swiss international arbitration law, "the purpose of
which…is to confine as much as possible the challenge possibilities in this [arbitration]
proceeding",(11) as well as with the necessity that constitution and jurisdiction
challenge be raised and finally decided at the earliest possible stage in the arbitration
proceeding.(12)
The Supreme Court further confirmed the revived jurisdiction of the same arbitral
tribunal that issued the vacated award upon the court's annulment decision. As a matter
of principle, the award provides a final and binding resolution of the parties' dispute and
has preclusive effects in relation to the dispute it resolves – res judicata (ie, a
conclusive final judgment) authority – when communicated to the parties (Article 190,
Paragraph 1 of the Private International Law Act), thereby terminating the arbitral
tribunal's jurisdiction (subject to limited exceptions such as rectification, complement or
revision, when applicable). However, a successful challenge of the award before the
Supreme Court would, to the extent of such annulment:
l

reverse the res judicata authority of the award; and

l

revive the authority of the arbitral tribunal to decide on the vacated issues.

Therefore, according to the Supreme Court, there is no objection to the same
arbitrators' jurisdiction upon the annulment of their final award:
"subject of course to the ground of such annulment not lying in the irregular
constitution of the tribunal….or their lack of jurisdiction…and subject to their not
having been successfully removed in the meantime."(13)
For further information on this topic please contact Frank Spoorenberg or
Isabelle Fellrath at Tavernier Tschanz by telephone (+41 22 704 3700), fax (+41 22 704
3777) or email (spoorenberg@taverniertschanz.com or
fellrath@taverniertschanz.com).
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